Primer of Vectorcardiography by Travis Winsor MD FACP FACC FACCP pp xi+307 illustrated £6.30 Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger 1972 London: Henry Kimpton In the preface to this monograph the author states that it is intended to be a simple, practical text to assist the clinician. This intention is largely achieved, particularly in the early chapters dealing with the relationship of the vectorcardiogram to the electrocardiogram and the normal vectorcardiogram. In later chapters, however, the presentation of the author's computerized method of calculating the spatial vectorcardiogram in numerical form occupies a large proportion of the text; this method of dealing with the vectorcardiogram was developed in association with Lockheed Missiles and Space Company and is of interest for its scientific accuracy but of little value to the reader in less sophisticated centres. The inclusion of this hitherto unpublished technique in a monograph which is also intended as a basic instructional manual inevitably results in a higher cost. This attempt to appeal both to students and to practising cardiologists with access to computer techniques diminishes the value of the monograph to both.
Apart from this criticism, this monograph can be recommended for the large amount of data it contains, the clear explanation of the principles, the comparison between the scalar-and the vectorcardiograms and the clinical orientation, as well as for its excellent production.
EDGAR SOWTON
Predictive Toxicometrics Basic methods for estimating poisonous amounts of foods, drugs, and other agents by Eldon M Boyd MD pp viii+408 £10 Bristol: Scientechnica 1972 In spite of its subtitle, this book contains no analytical methods for estimating anything. It is a simple account of the factors to be taken into consideration in 'predicting the relative safety of drugs in man from studies in animal populations and limited clinical toxicology trials in man'. The author is Professor of Pharmacology at Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, and tells us that most of the material is from his lectures to his students and staff. The approach is basic and elementary in the extreme and is illustrated very largely by work in Professor Boyd's own laboratory and by reference to Canadian practices. All this gives the book a somewhat provincial tone; nevertheless what Professor Boyd has to say is entirely sensible and will appeal strongly to those who wish to avoid further disasters such as that caused by thalidomide. It should be read by anyone without good experience who wishes to administer new drugs to man. In the preface the editors state that their objective is a reappraisal of the subject of general pathology in which the scope is broadened in accordance with current trends in medical education and with recent developments in the subject. Thirty-four authors, 27 from the Birmingham Medical Centre, contribute 56 chapters. In addition to the classical topics of general pathology, there are concise accounts of basic topics in immunology, microbiology, virology, hoematology, chemical pathology and the reactions of the cells of the nervous system to disease. The book opens with a description of the ulstrastructure of the cells that sets a level of clear exposition, conciseness and excellent illustrations which is maintained throughout. Where the chapters vary is in the degree of detail that the contributors have aimed at the readers. For example, the topics of cell growth and tumours are presented at a slightly elementary level; this seems reasonable, since the student will continue to meet examples of tumours in his clinical work that will deepen his knowledge of the subject. The chapter on inherited metabolic diseases and related disorders, more advanced and fairly detailed, is about the same length as the whole ofthe three chapters on tumours, the spread of tumours and the causes of cancer; this too is reasonable, since many of the examples given are clinically rare. 'The Pathological Basis of Medicine' is highly recommended to both teachers and students of pathology, and to postgraduate students studying for higher degrees in clinical
